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For SYSTRA, creating
value means:

Making
a difference
p. 17

By generating a positive and
sustainable impact on the
environment and on all of us
p. 18

For the environment

p. 24

For communities and regions

Buildingtrust
p. 07

By listening to and working
with our direct stakeholders
as part of a constructive approach
p. 08

With our clients, partners and shareholders

p. 13

With our employees
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Our sense of
responsibility
B Y P I E R R E V E R Z AT,
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD

Through the nature of its activities and its
global footprint, SYSTRA can act effectively
to protect the environment, regions and
people. This awareness is even key to
generating engagement among SYSTRA
employees throughout the world. It is their
expertise that enables us to embrace some
of the most complex challenges involved in
implementing a more sustainable form of
mobility, and SYSTRA wants to encourage
this. How? By working with its clients and
its partners to develop solutions that have
a positive societal and environmental impact.
But also by doing its jobs ethically and
responsibly, and with integrity. Sustainable
development is a key component of what
SYSTRA stands for.
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A worldwide expertise

8,250

9%

€762.6m

46%

34%

20%

employees
(figures at the end of
December 2021, factoring in
employees of SYSTRA SWS)

growth in
workforce between
2020 and 2021

turnover
in 2021

of our turnover in
Rail and High Speed
projects

of our turnover
in Urban Mobility
projects

of our turnover in Bridges
& Tunnels projects

SYSTRA operates in 80 countries. With our 8,250 employees,
10 centres of expertise tasked with bolstering and speeding up our
production delivery strategy and three international networks of
experts, we can mobilise connected teams throughout the world.

Nordic
countries
240

United Kingdom,
Ireland
920

France

Canada
United States

Poland

2 150

180

155

Italy

India

295

175

2 200

Egypt
165

Brazil

Asia
555

Saudi Arabia,
United Arab
Emirates, Qatar
445

475

Countries and groups of countries
shown: Top 13 SYSTRA workforces

Australia,
New Zealand

Main locations

115

Centres of expertise
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Our value creation model
We draw on our assets…

OUR HUMAN CAPITAL
— 8,250 employees (9% growth in
workforce between 2020 and 2021)
— 83% of employees subscribe
to SYSTRA’s values: excellence,
connected teams and bold
leadership

We incorporate climate
considerations and the
challenges posed
by energy transition
into all of our projects

—24% share of women in the total
workforce

OUR CUTTING-EDGE EXPERTISE

— 3 international networks
of experts across the Group
—1 internal innovation challenge

OUR ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

el
i fe
cy

projects

e
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ut
th

65 years of expertise in mobility

o

We provide our clients
with cutting-edge
technical expertise,
underpinned by a
forward-looking vision
of mobility and new
technologies

Urban
mobility

cts
roje
p
ur
fo

Railways

Systems
integration

—A dozen key countries account
for 88% of our total revenue

OUR FINANCIAL STABILITY
—An independent group supported
by 2 long-term majority shareholders
(SNCF and RATP)

quality (ISO 9001), health and
safety (ISO 45001), environmental
(ISO 14001) and anti-corruption
(ISO 37001) certification

Develop an
inspirational, fair
and inclusive culture
underpinned by
SYSTRA’s three values:
excellence, connected
teams and bold
leadership

Stations and
buildings

Speed up work
on aligning what we
do with the Paris
Agreement

Bridges and
underground
infrastructure

— SYSTRA features in Glassdoor’s
top 25 French employers
— Equal opportunities index:
86/100 (SYSTRA France)

— 84% would recommend
the Group as a good company
to work for
— 84% say they are proud to work
for SYSTRA

Commit to
developing in the longterm the regions in
which we operate

Other sectors

We use and design
digital tools to
maximise our efficiency
and more effectively
support our clients in
the choices they make

—See the graphic showing
scope 1, 2 and 3 carbon
emissions (page 23)

FOR OUR COMMUNITIES AND REGIONS

—Orders representing one and a half
years’ worth of turnover

OUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE
UN’s SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

— 98% of our clients would
Promote innovative
solutions for sustainable recommend SYSTRA
mobility
— SYSTRA has been awarded

FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

—A foothold in more than 80 countries
—10 centres of expertise

FOR OUR CLIENTS

FOR OUR EMPLOYEES

Throug
ho

—

… by creating shared value
for our stakeholders

… in all of our operations…

We apply the highest
safety and ethical
standards

—87% of employees have
received training on the anticorruption code of conduct

100% of top management
has reasserted its commitment
to the Group’s ethical principles

—

FOR OUR SHAREHOLDERS
Improve our
financial performance
for profitable and
sustainable growth

€762.6m turnover in 2021

—
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Our vision of sustainable
development

BY CHRISTELLE CHICHIGNOUD,
G R O U P S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y D I R E C T O R

Building trust to make
a difference
Growing awareness of the climate, ecological and
energy emergency has a direct impact on our
model. It is therefore vital that we continue with
our transformation.
As an international engineering group which
specialises in mobility, sustainable development
is both a responsibility and an opportunity
for us. Internally, it is something to which our
employees can commit – they are increasingly
keen on working for a company that is aligned with
their own values. But it also means operational
efficiency and innovation for our clients, partners
and shareholders. It guarantees the resilience of
infrastructure and profitability over the longer term.
At SYSTRA, sustainable development is something
in which the company firmly believes. We are
driven by two key aims: building trust with our
direct stakeholders as part of a constructive
listening and collaborative approach so as to make
a difference, having a positive and sustainable
impact on the environment and on all of us.

Our vision is underpinned by the close ties that
we foster with all of our stakeholders. The
commitment and well-being of our employees
are among our top priorities. Therefore, to enable
them to flourish, we provide a working environment
in which they can work together and engage in
discussion, and we go to every effort to ensure that
they can achieve their full potential.
We set great store by our clients’ satisfaction and
build long-term relationships based on trust with
them.
We are committed to the ongoing improvement
of our financial performance for our shareholders,
generating profitable and sustainable growth.
We strive to benefit the regions and communities
in which we operate, providing them with solutions
for sustainable mobility, helping them to tackle
climate change and improving people’s living
conditions. The environmental challenges facing us
are such that the environment has been identified
as a stakeholder in its own right. Because of the
nature of the work that we do, we have to go to
particular efforts to protect this common good.
We reconcile profitability with sustainable
development, taking account of our stakeholders’
strategies and expectations, together with
absolutely vital need for us to collectively meet
the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals. Our commitments, our action plans and
our tracking indicators all enable us to make an
effective contribution to the collective effort to
bring about energy transition.
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As an engineering company, ensuring that our name is
associated with sustainable mobility means building – both
for and with our stakeholders – long-term relationships
underpinned by transparency, integrity and proximity. A
working environment in which each and every person feels
respected and is treated fairly is an essential prerequisite.
Our teams are made up of employees of various nationalities,
cultures and backgrounds – they are a key asset ensuring the
Group’s success. Our ability to innovate and support our clients
and partners within the framework of a listening approach so
as to help them better meet current environmental and social
challenges bolsters this trust.

01

Building
trust
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With our clients,
partners and
shareholders
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Manage
our risks so
we can act
confidently

Client centric
approach
Risk of a mismatch between
our clients’ needs and our
service offering
THEMES

• Client culture at the core of our
practices
• Knowledge and anticipation
of market trends
• Adapting our service offering

The main environmental, social
and societal risks associated
with the Group’s activities
are reviewed and evaluated
annually. Our risk management
policy was updated in 2021.
Here is an overview of the most
significant extra-financial risks
associated with our sustainable
development aims.

Health,
Safety and
Security(HSS)

Ethics and
business
compliance

Risk of accidents which might
damage the mental or physical
health of people under our
responsibility

Risk of unethical behaviour
which can have repercussions
on business, result in financial
sanctions and damage the
Group’s reputation

THEMES

• Technical security
• Health and safety of our employees
and partners
• Data protection and confidentiality
• Crisis management
• Cybersecurity

Reference framework: General policy

Reference framework: HSS policy

Competitive
advantage

Ethics and
business
compliance

Client centric
approach

Market
positioning

Environment

Risk of a lack of key resources
that we can use for our
projects

Risk that our projects or sites
may have negative impacts
on the environment or people

THEMES

Reference framework: General policy

Profitability
levels

Reference framework: Ethics policy

Human
capital

• Anticipating needs and business skills
• Maintaining and developing business
expertise
• Motivating and engaging employees

HSS and
environment

THEMES

• Corruption
• Conflicts of interest
• Anti-competitive practices
• Coercive practices
• Fraud
• Cybersecurity

THEMES

• Compliance with regulatory
requirements
• Robustness of projects and adaptation
to climate change
• Limiting the carbon footprint
of our sites
• Protecting biodiversity and natural
resources

Reference framework: Environmental
policy

Human
capital

09
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/ W I T H O U R C L I E N T S , PA R T N E R S A N D S H A R E H O L D E R S

Put ethics at the heart
of our practices
SYSTRA’s aim is to be a leading transport solutions company.
To help it meet this aim, the Group is committed to building
long-term relationships based on trust with its clients,
partners and suppliers, drawing on the requirements of
its own employees, particularly regarding business ethics.
These requirements ensure that we are a reliable partner with
integrity that is able to interact with all project stakeholders.

90% 87%
50%

The ethics and anti-corruption system
• The ethics policy, the ethics code and
the anti-corruption code of conduct:
these form the basis from which
everybody should be able to tackle any
ethics issues they encounter in their
day-to-day activities: they will be better
equipped to make decisions or adopt
a stance that is in compliance with the
Group’s principles.
• A training programme
• Internal communications campaigns
to inform employees and facilitate
whistleblowing.
• A network of local ethics officers and
“Compliance” managers tasked with
deploying the ethics programme across
the Group.

2021

2020

IN 2021

• Extended certification of our anti-corruption management
system (ISO 37001) in the UK and Ireland, following certification
for France and India in 2020
• Second ethics day for the whole Group
• Appointment of a new Data Protection Officer (DPO)
• Distribution of practical information sheets to foster
and breathe life into an ethics culture across SYSTRA
• Updating of the whistleblowing investigation procedure
• Updating of the ethics guide for assessing commercial partners
• Publication of a guide on conflicts of interest

The second ethics day was held at SYSTRA in
November 2021. Its aim was to provide employees
with an opportunity to discuss values and ethical
culture, and their importance within the Group.
This year’s event was all about compliance with
competition regulations and preventing conflicts of
interest. The day was also an opportunity to take a
look at best practices and current documentation
about the issue so as to help everybody on a dayto-day basis.

2019

To deploy this ethics culture, the Group has had a dedicated
programme for a number of years now. Irrespective of the
constraints of the environment in which we operate, and no
matter how stiff market competition is, each employee must
remember that ethics, integrity and loyalty in the company’s
commercial practices and respecting one another are nonnegotiable. There is zero room for compromise. Employees
have access to tools and straightforward procedures to
help them implement the Group’s ethics programme. We
are committed to protecting whistle-blowers, guaranteeing
that confidential, objective and in-depth enquiries will
be conducted by people who will actually listen to their
difficulties.

Ethics day: shared values and culture

people trained on the anticorruption code of conduct

100%

Outlook for 2022

of top management has
reasserted its commitment
to the Group’s ethical principles

• Bolster the ethics training
programme for those who are
the most vulnerable to ethical
risks
• Introduce managerial routines
on projects
• Speed up the introduction
of control measures so as to
be in line with the expectations
of France’s Anti-corruption
Agency

28
Members of the Ethics
and Compliance network
throughout the world

Anti-corruption: our efforts are up and running
SYSTRA was awarded certification for its anti-corruption
management system in France and India in 2020. Its
ISO 37001 certification was renewed in two countries in
2021 and extended to cover the UK and Ireland. “This is
evidence of the fact that our Group has an effective anticorruption system so we can demonstrate our probity in
our relations with our partners and clients, and protect
the company against ethical risks”, says Jérôme Hernot,
Group Compliance Officer. Efforts to secure international
certification for the company’s business ethics approach
are continuing, and SYSTRA’s key countries are being
targeted as a priority. The ISO 37001 international standard
recommends a series of measures to help organisations
prevent, detect and handle corruption. Certification body
EUROCOMPLIANCE has highlighted the management
team’s determination to foster an ethical culture across
the company, together with appropriate procedures for
handling risks – particularly in procurement – and the
direct involvement of employees through the creation
of a network of ambassadors.
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/ W I T H O U R C L I E N T S , PA R T N E R S A N D S H A R E H O L D E R S

Anticipate needs and trends
so as to provide our clients
with the best support
SYSTRA goes to every effort to anticipate
changes in people’s transport needs so as to
better address current environmental, climate
and societal challenges.
By committing to managing infrastructure
over the longer term, Asset Management is
the ideal approach for integrating sustainable
considerations right from the design phase,
and to implementing them across the whole
lifecycle of an infrastructure.
Built thanks to our overview of complex and
dynamic systems, the BIM and digital twin
are vital tools with a great deal of potential.
Serving as a dynamic digital representation
of the physical reality in which a building
or piece of infrastructure exists, a digital
twin can be used to visualise and simulate
events throughout its operational life, crossreferencing the huge amount of data available.
The digital Carbontracker solution that we
have developed is one example of its many
applications. Used in conjunction with BIM
technology, it can reduce the carbon footprint

SYSTRA’s digital strategy wins an award
in Australia
SYSTRA Scott Lister was “Highly Commended” in the Data
Leadership category at the third Smart Cities Awards in
Australia and New Zealand. This prize was awarded for the
Bus Disruption Tool developed by SYSTRA in partnership
with VISEO for the LXRP (Level Crossing Removal Project)
launched in 2019. SYSTRA’s teams came up with a solution for
optimising replacement buses and implementing substitute
services to meet demand while work was being done on
removing level crossings. To date, the bus disruption tool has
been used by the government to successfully manage the
impact of the disruption caused by work on removing 46 of
the 75 level crossings in the city of Melbourne.

of a project through real-time optimisation
simulations.
Our teams support our clients with their
energy transition projects, helping them to
select the energy technologies that are the
most appropriate for their transport network.
We use innovative modelling solutions to help
them size and optimise their infrastructure. Our
Digital solution TESS (Transit & Electromobility
Smart Simulator) helps our clients convert
their charging infrastructure to electric. It can
be used to assess the network’s energy needs
and size the charging strategies based on their
operations plan, so as to improve the transport
network’s energy performance.

With SPARK, release our
employees’ innovation
potential

This ability to innovate helps our clients. Most
importantly, they can leverage a mindset
combining curiosity and initiative, and a desire
to go and find answers beyond established
realms.
SPARK,
our
intrapreneurship
programme, is evidence of this drive.

“Innovation is at the heart of our sustainable
development approach. We need to invent new tools
and methods and support our clients so they can fully
leverage the latest available innovations. That’s what
we have been doing in a highly varied selection of
areas – such as asset management, energy transition,
sustainable design and automating transport.
Innovation also serves our operational performance. It
anticipates major forthcoming transformations – such
as the digital twin – and is what enables our teams
to put forward solutions that are more original and
appropriate, on a project by project basis”.

20%

private stakeholders

IN 2021

• Special governance structure: an innovation board
set up at Group level to detect innovative projects
and ideas, and adapt them to client needs
• Publication of the “Mobility as a Service”
handbook exploring all the technological,
organisational and cultural aspects of MaaS

80%

NICOLAS

public stakeholders
and network
operators

With 226 submissions and 1,100
voters in 30 countries, the SPARK
intrapreneurship programme proved
extremely popular across the Group.
Held in summer 2020, the challenge
was open to all employees throughout
the world, and its aim was to foster the
emergence of new ideas about future
forms of mobility The four winning
teams were incubated by the SPARK
team and by start-up accelerator “Le
Village by C&A”. They were then given
the opportunity to submit their project
to the Group’s investment committee
Those teams which received funding
are now in the acceleration phase.
This involves confirming the interest
that clients have in their solutions and
demonstrating their development
potential.

MASSART

Chief Technical and Innovation Officer

Breakdown of SYSTRA clients
by type of player
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/ W I T H O U R C L I E N T S , PA R T N E R S A N D S H A R E H O L D E R S

Cultivate relationships and
ensure client satisfaction,
meeting needs as locally
as possible
To build trust, we need to ensure our clients’ ongoing
satisfaction. This is based on two levers: listening to our
clients’ challenges and ensuring the high quality of the
solutions we put forward – including our ability to meet
climate, societal and regional changes.
Wherever SYSTRA operates, the quality of our solutions
is underpinned by our local expertise, together with the
skills that we have acquired internationally. This enables
our clients to benefit from what we have learned from
projects delivered in other countries.
Keeping our clients satisfied involves listening to them
attentively and gauging their needs on a regular basis:
every year, SYSTRA conducts a satisfaction survey that
feeds into its ongoing improvement drive.
In 2022, we are consolidating our client culture with
a global client centric approach across the whole
company. This is a fundamental aspect of our values and
is part of a long-term approach.

2.6/3

global satisfaction score
awarded by our clients
in 2021

98

%

of our clients
would recommend
SYSTRA

Deployment of a new programme
to bolster client culture:
• New client satisfaction campaign
integrating issues to do with
sustainable development

IN 2021

• The Group has had its efforts awarded through its performance
management system being certified for quality (ISO 9001), health
and safety (ISO 45001) and the environment (ISO 14001)

“We have developed a client centricity
programme built on two mainstays: clear
commitment to the importance of client
relations and the client experience, and ad hoc
support on real cases to build this support into
the very core of SYSTRA’s value proposition.
Finally, we get our employees involved
through sharing client satisfaction performance
initiatives and indicators”.
AVRIL

TOURMEN

Corporate Strategy and Development Director

• Internal programme to bolster our
client culture among employees across
all stages of the client relationship. This
programme will be available as part
of the Group training initiatives with
deployment scheduled for 2022

12
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With our
employees
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/ WITH OUR EMPLOYEES

Give meaning to what our
employees do and foster
their commitment

The “Global People Survey” – employee
engagement survey
At the end of 2021, the Group conducted a global
engagement survey, initiating a cycle that will see
them conducted every three years. Management
and quality of life in the workplace are among the
criteria assessed. Information about these areas will
enable SYSTRA to implement appropriate initiatives
at various levels of the company, thus contributing
to employee well-being, helping them to subscribe
to the Group’s values and developing their loyalty.

Through its efforts to provide people with services,
SYSTRA helps improve the quality of life for residents in
each of the regions in which it operates. These meaningful
projects are also powerful levers driving motivation and
performance for its employees.

75%

The commitment of all 8,250 employees across the
SYSTRA group is encouraged by a unique structural
model – the best experts can be mobilised, wherever they
may be. The international and connected team that we all
form together is our strength. Our values, our ongoing
quest for excellence, our fondness for working as a team
and our bold approach are what set us apart from our
competitors.

of employees consider that SYSTRA
is committed to sustainable
development

At SYSTRA, our mindset is as important as our methods.
Technical excellence, driven by increasingly varied
expertise, is only meaningful when it is shared. That’s why
we encourage discussion and the pooling of expertise to
benefit our stakeholders’ projects.

79

“As a French group, we are happy and proud
to be in the Top 25 Best Employers in France,
a ranking published by Glassdoor. We can be
proud to have obtained an overall score of 4.3/5
– significantly higher than the world average of
3.7/5. That’s something else that will enable us
to keep attracting the best talent to SYSTRA”.

%

engagement rate1 conducted
on employees in 2021

STÉPHANE BIRIEN
Group Chief Human Resources Officer

55%

IN 2021

38%

• Launch of the Global People Survey – a barometer
of employee engagement
• Awarded HappyTrainees certification
• SYSTRA in Glassdoor’s ranking of top 25 French employers

HappyTrainees: SYSTRA – highly popular
among students and young graduates
For the second time, SYSTRA has been awarded
HappyTrainees certification. This certification
showcases companies that go to efforts to support
and manage students and young graduates. More
than 96% of our trainees, people on block-release
training programmes and those volunteering
abroad would recommend the Group. And
89.5% found meaning in what they were doing,
considered it useful and appreciated the quality
of the human relationships they formed.

2021

2020

2019

1. Engagement measured based on answers to 5 questions focusing on
the following areas: Recommendation of SYSTRA as a company, Pride in
working for SYSTRA, Motivation to contribute to the company’s success,
Satisfaction and Intention to stay.

32%

55% of our employees underwent
training in 2021 – an average of nearly
17 hours per employee

SYSTRA is doing everything it can to be a
learning company – one in which each and
every employee assumes responsibility for
their own professional development. This
ongoing learning approach, underpinned by
a sustained training policy, is necessary if the
company is to remain at the cutting-edge of
new technologies, and for every employee to
increase their employability and evolve. Indeed,
the Group encourages mobility by offering
everyone the option to change job every two
years so they can acquire new skills, discover
new areas and work on new projects or work
in new countries.
SYSTRA is constantly encouraging its
employees to share and pool their expertise:
the Bridges & Tunnels Group was set up in
November 2021 and will constitute a network
of some 1,500 members.

“Our strength lies in our ability to work
in synergy with various communities
so we can pool our technical expertise
and share the projects we have worked
on with different job functions. This
enables us to share our practices across
the Group”
NIEVES PEÑALBA PEREZ
Bridges & Tunnels Group
Technical Coordinator
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/ WITH OUR EMPLOYEES

Take action to promote
diversity, equity and inclusivity
Promoting diversity in all its forms, encouraging
inclusivity and tackling discrimination are central to
our human resources policy – when we hire externally
and when we promote people internally. To enable us
to enjoy a rich and open corporate culture – one that
is aligned with the world around us – we acknowledge
and respect each and every person’s difference. Equity
is at the heart of our approach so that we can guarantee
a working environment in which all of our employees
are able to give the very best of themselves. That also
means breaking down stereotypes on a daily basis
and identifying any examples of unconscious bias. To
promote diversity, we act to ensure equal opportunities
for women and men when it comes to hiring, training
and compensation. Some of our major initiatives include
setting up the international Women@SYSTRA network to
encourage diversity and equality in the workplace and
implementing disability awareness-raising campaigns.

IN 2021

• Signing of the Syntec-Engineering Federation’s diversity charter
• Disability awareness-raising in France with Handiamo
• Launch of a mentoring programme by the
Women@SYSTRA network
• Creation of specific diversity and inclusivity committees
in Canada, the US, the UK and Australia
• United Kingdom: partnership with the WISE, Women in Rail,
and Women in Construction associations
• Around ten Women@SYSTRA coordinators in several key
countries: Canada, US, Brazil, United Kingdom, France, Italy,
India and Australia

Women@SYSTRA, serving diversity
for two years!
Over the past two years, Women@SYSTRA has
staged several events and meetings, as well as
launching a mentoring programme involving 11
two-person teams in France and eight two-person
teams internationally. All these initiatives
create opportunities for discussion and sharing
experiences – which bolster the network. Increasing
participation both in France and internationally is
highly encouraging.

Women/men equality
index

SYSTRA – signatory of the
engineering diversity charter

86/100

SYSTRA is committed to promoting diversity
and is a signatory of the Syntec-Engineering
charter. Its efforts are focused on three key
areas: attracting women into engineering
professions, retaining talented women and
enabling them to develop such that they
can fill management positions. This charter
commits SYSTRA to implementing initiatives
in France and at Group level.

(SYSTRA France)

21

%

of women on
the management committees
of our main countries
(2% increase compared
with 2020)

0.9%
2013

“With women accounting for 28%, the share of
women in engineering schools is still low – not
enough to significantly increase the share of
women in engineering companies. We want to
help modernise the reputation that engineering
has among young women, and make them want
to join us by increasing the number of bridges
between us and them: events at schools, forums,
open days, etc. That way, we will eventually be
able to bolster the role that women play at all
levels of the company and have a real impact
as a committed company”.

3.1%
2021

Since 2013, the percentage
of people employed by the
Group with a disability has
been increasing

MICKAËL SCHIL
Executive Assistant to the Chairman of the
Executive Board

Everybody taking action to increase
employment for people with disabilities
Throughout Europe’s Disability Week, SYSTRA
put forward a number of internal initiatives: two
conferences – one with Dorine Bourneton, the
world’s first disabled aerobatic pilot, and the
other with Pete Stone, founder of the diversity
and inclusion consulting company, as well as an
exhibition organised with Handiamo focusing
on prominent people who have overcome their
disability.
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/ WITH OUR EMPLOYEES

Safeguard health and safety
of employees and partners
throughout the world

IN 2021

• Overhaul of the HSS management system to simplify
it and make it more practical
• Communications campaign to promote safety culture
across the Group
• New guide on safe travel
• Launch of the Security Briefing in France to foster
a safety culture across the Group
• GiveIndia aid initiative to provide our Indian colleagues
with support during the pandemic

9

9

2021

A new version of the HSS management system – based
on the principle of ongoing improvement – was made
available in 2021. It factors in the international ISO 45001
safety standard, while also incorporating SYSTRA-specific
standards. At the same time, the Group is rolling out a
programme to help its managers adopt certain managerial
practices that encourage safety culture and encourage
employees to behave responsibly.

2019

To put health and safety at the heart of everything it
does, SYSTRA has brought in a strict policy that its
8,250 employees are all responsible for implementing.
It goes way beyond simple risk management: by
implementing proactive and straightforward managerial
routines, it contributes to the Group’s operational
performance.

In 2021, SYSTRA’s 2,000 French employees
took part in the first “Safety Briefing”. No
fewer than 189 discussion groups were set up
so that everybody could share their thoughts
about various safety-related topics. The
purpose of this quarterly event is to enable
us to hear what our employees have to say
and to ensure that we foster a safety culture
all year round.

18

2020

Creating a safe working environment is vital for maintaining
trust and ensuring the best possible quality of life in the
workplace. The pandemic has reminded us that factoring
in health and safety risks is an absolute priority, and we
must do so in the workplace, when we are travelling and
in any digital environment.

The Safety Briefing:
the HSS culture event

The Group Safety policy involves:
• Technical safety: guaranteeing the safety of
transport systems designed by SYSTRA, the
safety of future users, operators, maintenance
personnel and third parties.
• Protecting our employees and subcontractors: safeguarding the physical and
mental well-being of our employees and the
employees of our subcontractors whenever
they are working or travelling for SYSTRA.
• The safety of the employees of the
construction companies that we are
supervising: ensuring that the company
abides by contractual and regulatory safety
requirements and that everybody working at
a given site enjoys constant protection.
• Protecting information: protecting
and processing our information and our
stakeholders’ information, guaranteeing its
confidentiality, integrity and availability.
• Crisis management keeping the Group robust
by anticipating, preparing and managing any
crisis situation.

Potentially serious incidents
affecting our staff

87

%
The #GiveIndia aid initiative

employees have followed the
“9 Life Saving Rules” training
programme since it was launched

“On behalf of all of our employees in India, I
would like to extend my warmest thanks to
all donors and to all of the teams that have
implemented this project in a very short period,
with a reliable and transparent system”.

1.47

Frequency rate of accidents
in the workplace in France
(employees, temps), up from
1.02 in 2020

HARI SOMALRAJU
Managing Director SYSTRA India

For one month, SYSTRA employees all over
the world came together to raise money
to help their colleagues in India who were
hard-hit by the pandemic.
Everyone was able to provide those directly
affected by it with financial support via a
dedicated fundraising platform. The initiative
was organised with help from GiveIndia, an
NGO which specialises in raising money and
then redistributing it among those who need
it most. Altogether, nearly €50,000 were
raised. This money has covered some of the
expenses incurred by the families of those of
our colleagues who have died, by employees
who have been the hardest hit over these
last few months, by our colleagues who have
ended up in hospital and by those suffering
from long Covid.
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02

Making
a difference
The essence of what we do – designing sustainable mobility
systems for the future – means that we are responsible for
being proactive when it comes to technical solutions and
supporting our clients. The alignment of our climate trajectory
with the goals of the Paris Agreement involves a transition
phase if we are to collectively reach net zero by 2050. To
take up this challenge, SYSTRA is developing resilient and
sustainable infrastructure and projects which will enhance the
appeal and influence of the regions in which we operate. In all
of the Group’s regions, we reaffirm for everyone freedom to
travel and undertake to improve living conditions for everyone
and ensure that vulnerable people are included. We always
adopt a pragmatic approach in the design of our projects
and ensure they are adaptable. That’s how we want to make
a difference.
17
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For the environment
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/ FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Make a difference by speeding
up work on aligning what we
do with the Paris Agreement
Whether it’s the most recent IPCC report, legislation,
the “green” requirements of investors and people in
finance or the high expectations that members of civil
society have… everything is pointing to the need for
us to accelerate the way in which we align our activities
with the Paris Agreement. Our stakeholders expect
concrete but ambitious action from us. We have
decided to incorporate all the challenges associated
with climate change into our strategy and our
corporate culture more broadly.

Spotlight on
Engineering charter for climate
The environment is one of the stakeholders
in SYSTRA’s sustainable development
strategy. The signing of the climate charter
in 2019 is one of the first steps involved in
defining a climate trajectory for the Group
that is aligned with the Paris Agreement. It
makes provision for the Group – alongside
partner companies – to take action
in pursuit of a shared goal: collective
achievement of net zero.

We have placed sustainable design and the circular
economy at the core of the projects that we manage.
We seek to reconcile safety and performance with
the resilience of infrastructure and our regions.
We support our clients with their energy transition
projects, while at the same time limiting the
environmental impact of our own activities. This year
again, we have bolstered our network of expertise,
created new digital solutions and expanded our
service offering so we can anticipate and better
cater to the needs of our clients and partners.

The commitments it has made involve
concrete actions which are monitored
annually by Syntec-Ingénierie.
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/ FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Put sustainable design
at the core of our
projects
Effectively addressing the challenges posed by
climate change and sustainable development involves
understanding how to reduce the environmental impacts
of an infrastructure project – from design and construction
throughout operation and over its lifetime. To do this,
SYSTRA has adopted a proactive approach to sustainable
design which involves all disciplines that contribute to a
project and all its phases: from concept design through
the end-of-life, including all materials and energy use
needed for construction, operation and maintenance.
A special community tasked with sustainable design during
the design and construction phase has been put together
internally this year. It shares examples of best practice and
lessons learned from other projects throughout the world.
A sustainable design culture is widely shared throughout
this community that everybody can be part of.

France: sustainable design serving
the environmental performance of
a technicentre
SYSTRA has won an invitation to tender for
overseeing the design and construction of the
TER Technicentre in Le Havre (Normandy, France),
to be commissioned in 2024. The project’s
challenges involve a high level of environmental
performance, while ensuring optimum financing for
the infrastructure. SYSTRA’s teams have developed
a methodology for factoring in all of the principles
of sustainable development at each stage of the
process as part of a sustainable design approach:
resilience,
energy
performance,
landscape
integration and quality of life in the workplace.

“Our employees are the primary
players in sustainable design. All the
best sustainable design practices are
shared across the various disciplines
so as to bring this culture to life
within the Group”.
P R I S C A F L AT T O T
Director International Production

Carbontracker: SYSTRA’s solution
to optimise carbon footprints
Transport infrastructure assets are designed
to last several decades – often more than
a hundred years. But most of the time
greenhouse gas emissions are determined
during the design phase. Quantifying carbon
emissions so as to more effectively measure
and reduce its impact: that’s the idea behind
Carbontracker, SYSTRA’s solution to help its
clients implement a low carbon sustainable
design approach. By combining BIM (Building
Information Modelling) and non-BIM data, our
clients can use this tool to simulate and view
the CO2 emissions of a future infrastructure
asset. They can then make choices during the
design phase based on their greenhouse gas
emissions reduction targets.
“By using Carbontracker in the Nagpur –
Mumbai Expressway P2, a 53km highway
project, we were able to identify the
carbon hot-spots of the infrastructure’s
lifecycle and further on the optimisations
that could reduce these emissions, while
improving materials efficiency for all
construction works”.

Sweden: a carbon reduction policy
underpinning a proposed tramway
Mauritius: optimisation and sustainable
design challenges for a bridge

SYSTRA is supporting local authorities in Sweden,
channelling its expertise into designing tramway
networks. Work is scheduled to begin on the
Uppsala tramway network in 2023-2024 and should
be complete by 2029. Our teams undertook an
assessment of its carbon footprint during the
feasibility study with the aim of reducing carbon
emissions throughout the project’s entire lifecycle. An environmental assessment of alternative
electrification systems was also undertaken so as
to help our client find the most economical and
environmentally friendly solution.

A 25m wide bridge is to be built so that a new road
on the island of Mauritius can cross a natural 90m
deep gorge.
SYSTRA IBT’s teams proposed an optimised design
for the bridge with a reduction in the amount of
materials used: up to 39% for concrete, 33% for
reinforced steel, and 20% for stay cables.This
optimised design was implemented, factoring in
local weather conditions (frequent cyclones).

K E Y U R PAT E L
Head of the Highway Design Department
at SYSTRA India
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/ FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Design robust and
sustainable infrastructure
Making a difference is also contingent on our ability to
incorporate all sustainability factors into our projects. In
addressing climate change, beyond reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, our projects need to anticipate the
consequences of future extreme weather phenomena
(exceptionally high temperatures, intense rainfall,
unprecedented periods of drought, etc.). Our teams
have developed robust risk analysis methods designed
to ensure the resilience of infrastructure in the short,
medium and long term.
Basing what we do on historic weather conditions is no
longer enough when developing infrastructure designed
to last several decades under a changing climate.

France: participate in a study
on air quality in stations

“To predict the future climate
risks affecting our transport
infrastructure projects, we have
developed a mapping tool
for visualising future climate
projections on the project area.
It uses climate data and forecasts
of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) and
provides useful information so
that designs are more adapted to
possible future climate scenarios”.

“The aim is to provide all possible information so that our
client can make informed choices and restore passenger
confidence in an increasingly demanding environmental and
health context”.
SURECHE VASSOUDEVANE
Head of the Mechanical, Electricity and Plumbing team,
SYSTRA France

SOFIA FOTIADOU
Head of Sustainable Design

The pandemic has also catalysed the way in which we
factor health considerations into the air quality of public
transport infrastructure.

Canada: factoring in climate change
for sustainable design

Furthermore, urbanisation and the lack of vegetation in
many urban areas are impacting local climates due to
phenomena, such as urban heat islands. These will only
worsen with climate change, creating uncomfortable
conditions for people living and working in these areas.

As part of the work on the express metropolitan
network on the eastern part of the island of
Montréal, SYSTRA Canada is undertaking a study
into how the future work can be adapted to climate
change, factoring in frequent heat waves, drought,
rainfall and high wind speeds (windstorms, ice,
tornadoes). The impact of these weather events is
investigated during the design and construction
of the infrastructure will be adapted to ensure the
resilience of the future transport system.

IN 2021

• Attendance at conferences to present the
Carbontracker solution
• Participation at various events on climate organised by SyntecIngénierie, the professional federation of French engineering, for
example “The digital twin serving climate change”

RATP and Île-de-France Mobilités are fully
committed to improving indoor air quality.
Although gaseous pollution is low in
underground spaces, particular attention
is paid to particles, which are generated
by the braking systems of rolling stock. In
the absence of guide values for particles in
the indoor environment, RATP has adopted
a proactive approach to this issue and
has taken the opportunity of renovating
Nation station to study the possibility
of implementing innovative technical
solutions that can be integrated into the
future architectural design of the platforms.
SYSTRA is participating in this project, in
particular by modelling several ventilation
scenarios.

“Analysing the impacts of climate change this way meets the
client’s expectations to ensure that the infrastructure will last for
a long time, as well as those of investors keen to ensure that their
investments in future infrastructures are safe”

“We can use this tool to quickly
identify the points of vulnerability
of our project components to
increasingly frequent episodes of
extreme heat, rain and wind – in
the short, medium and long term,
up to 2100”.

DIDIER RANCOURT
Environmental study specialist, SYSTRA Canada

ROBIN GOIX
Transport Planning and Modelling
Consultant, SYSTRA France
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/ FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Develop innovative
solutions for energy
transition

Webinars for raising people’s
awareness of climate issues
Last November’s COP26 in Glasgow
highlighted the need to speed up the
transition to a low-carbon economy in order to
meet the targets set by the Paris Agreement.
As public authorities become increasingly
involved, our teams in the UK are feeding the
transport sector’s forward-thinking discussion
about tackling climate change through
a series of half-yearly webinars.

Energy transition for the mobility sector is one of the ways
we hope to meet the global targets: the transport sector
is currently 90% dependent on fossil fuels and accounts
for some 25% of CO2 emissions. As an engineering and
consultancy group, SYSTRA has the skills and expertise
needed to support public authorities and clients through
this major change in public transport systems. SYSTRA
uses mobility requirements and the region’s local energy
context to tackle this challenge:
• by designing new electric rail systems (mainlines, metro
systems or tramways), its core business historically;
• by helping its clients convert railway lines operating
using diesel-powered trains to electric or gas-powered
solutions;
• by supporting its clients in their transition from
traditional diesel-powered buses over to electric or gaspowered buses;
• by producing master plans for locating electric charging
terminals open to the public;
• by using data in order to implement energy efficiency
measures and manage consumption on transport
networks.

São Paulo: electric buses to
reduce the carbon footprint

“We share our expertise
in integrating alternative
technologies to thermal energybased ones with our clients on
transport systems, based on the
region’s operating requirements
and specific features.”

In 2021, SYSTRA’s Brazilian teams
landed a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
corridor contract for an industrial
area to the south of the São Paulo
metropolis. Based on their advice,
the operator has announced its
intention to use electric buses so as
to reduce carbon emissions across
this new network.

MARC BOUDIER
Energy transition stream leader

Our assets: a structured service offering, many years of
experience in transport systems and developing digital
tools internally for simulating, optimising and testing
various energy transition scenarios.

The benefits provided by these
82 low-floor electric buses include
access to education, public
services, areas of employment
and leisure areas, while using the
most sophisticated technologies to
reduce CO2 emissions will help the
region to meet its environmental
targets.
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/ FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Limit the environmental
impact of our sites
throughout the world
2021 was a major milestone in the creation of an
ambitious and pragmatic climate strategy: for
SYSTRA, it marked the launch of a system for
measuring the carbon footprint of our activities
through various indicators, such as energy
consumption, IT facilities, business travel, the
energy performance of our buildings and our use of
digital technologies (email, OneDrive, SharePoint).
This estimate of our carbon footprint currently
covers six countries which account for nearly half
of the Group’s total workforce. It will gradually be
extended to include the Group’s other sites. It is
based on the international carbon assessment
standard (GHG Protocol) which covers both direct
and indirect emissions associated with our activities.
It should be borne in mind that results can vary
from one site to another depending on number of
employees, emissions factors and how easy it is to
access information at the sites.
SYSTRA undertakes to share the results of its
carbon assessment transparently every year in its
sustainability report1 so that its stakeholders can
monitor changes in the impact that its activities
have on the environment.

Canada

Sweden
France

USA

2 TCO
average tonnes of CO2 eq
per employee at the sites
covered in 2021

United Kingdom,
Ireland

Brazil

2

SYSTRA’S CARBON FOOTPRINT IN 2021
The scope for carbon assessments is specific
to each country (cf methodology page 31).
This carbon assessment does not include the
carbon emissions of our clients generated by the
projects that we implement in nearly 80 countries
worldwide.

Breakdown of emissions per scope*
“This initial exercise is a key stage
in identifying the environmental
impacts of our day-to-day
activities and developing a realistic
climate policy that is aligned
with the targets set by the Paris
Agreement. It will enable us to
measure our progress, while at
the same time developing more
responsible working practices”

Breakdown of emissions per category*
57%
26%
13%
3%
1%

72%
22%
6%

PA U L I N E G A B R I L L A G U E S
CSR Performance Project Manager

Indirect emissions (Scope 3)
Direct emissions particularly fuel consumption
of SYSTRA vehicles (Scope 1)

1. The Sustainability Report and carbon assessment are checked
by independent third-party bodies.

Indirect emissions and emissions associated
with energy (Scope 2)

Business travel and commuting
Amortising buildings and equipment
Building energy
Waste
Digital (mails, OneDrive, SharePoint)

*of the six countries identified
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/ FOR COMMUNITIES AND REGIONS

Develop the appeal and
influence of regions

“First and foremost, it is a project designed to improve
social inclusivity – it will end the isolation of the
Saint-Fons district, which previously had no structured
public transport, and will make it easier for people
to access jobs and services in Lyon’s town centre.
It will improve the quality of life for the residents,
while developing soft forms of mobility and increasing
vegetation in public spaces”.
AURÉLIEN LE BOT
Study coordinator and design manager, SYSTRA France

We have a foothold in all five continents and provide
mobility solutions to millions of people throughout the
world. Our local roots, our close management and our
knowledge of the regions in which we operate enable
us to play a role in their dynamism and development
every day, helping them tackle their environmental,
economic and social challenges. We use numerous tools
and systems, such as open innovation programmes,
consultation initiatives and tools for measuring our
economic and societal footprints.

65

France: the tramway – driving
Lyon’s growth
The future T10 tramway route, the
project management of which has
been entrusted to SYSTRA, will serve
the south of Lyon between the TonyGarnier concert hall and Vénissieux
station, via Saint-Fons. This area is
being renovated and is not very well
served by public transport at the
moment. Once the T10 is complete,
none of the communities in the
greater Lyon area will be without
tramway or metro access. Over the
past 15 years, SYSTRA France’s teams
have entered into contracts covering
nearly 30km of tramway – that’s 43%
of the tramway network and stations
making up the Lyon urban area.

years of expertise
in mobility

Québec: developing and protecting local
communities
The Cree form one of Canada’s largest First Nations and
are its largest indigenous people. More than 350,000 have
Cree ancestry and most of them live to the north and west of
Lake Superior in Ontario, Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and the Northwest Territories. The Vision Eeyou Istchee
Consortium – which includes SYSTRA Canada, Stantec and
Desfor – was chosen by the Cree Development Company,
the body responsible for the Crees’ economic and regional
development, to undertake the feasibility study for Phase
1 of the transport infrastructure programme provided for
under the Grand Alliance agreement. This study involves a
sizeable team of experts and brings together Cree people
living locally, including hunters, fishermen and fur traders for
the duration of the project.

The Grande Alliance is a
collaborative initiative involving
the Cree people and the
government of Québec to
develop and protect the region.
The programme involves projects
to build and expand rail, road and
sea-based transport networks.
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/ FOR COMMUNITIES AND REGIONS

Facilitate access to essential
services for everyone
Serving everybody’s needs and wanting to have a positive
impact on communities, SYSTRA makes a direct and active
contribution to enabling the most vulnerable people to
access essential healthcare and human development
services. It does this thanks to the deployment of sustainable
mobility solutions, as well as by drawing on the commitment
of its employees.

50,000
S E K

(approximately €4,800)
raised by SYSTRA Sweden
for Barncancerfonden,
a charity that tackles cancer
in children

Australia: promoting diversity
and supporting local communities

Eswatini: bridges for facilitating
access to essential services

SYSTRA Australia has teamed up with
the University of Griffith in Queensland
to develop a programme to encourage
aboriginal students and students from the
Torres Strait Islands to take up engineering.
The initiatives include a AU$1000 grant
to aboriginal students designed to cover
some of the equipment they need for their
studies. This programme is in line with our
commitment to promote diversity and help
provide indigenous children with a better
future.

In 2019, SYSTRA IBT joined forces with the
McGill University’s “Engineers in action”
programme in Canada, supported by
NGO Bridges to Prosperity. This NGO was
founded in 2001 to design and build bridges
to isolated regions where natural obstacles
prevent people from accessing healthcare
and education infrastructure, or jobs. In
2021, SYSTRA IBT worked on designing
and building the Mhlathuze Madwaleni
footbridge in Eswatini, which its 1,500
residents use on a daily basis.
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Our alignment
with international standards
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# PEO PLE
# ETHICS

The SYSTRA group wants to go beyond simple
compliance with Europe’s regulatory frameworks
regarding corporate responsibility. It therefore
uses the most recent recommendations in the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI Standards) and bases
its practices on the ISO 26000 standard (2010),
implementing directives to report on its economic, environmental and corporate social responsibility performance.

GLOBAL
REPORTING
INITIATIVE

A S PECT

# H SS

Our alignment
with international
standards

IS O
26000

T CFD

REFERENCE
PAGES

Employment

401-1

Hiring of new employees

Training

404-1

Average number of training hours per year
per employee

405-1

Diversity in governance bodies and among
employees

page 15

405-2

Base salary ratio and remuneration of women
and men

page 15

403-1

Occupational health and safety management
system

x

page 16

403-2

Identification of hazards, assessment of risks
and investigation of undesirable events

x

page 16

403-4

Participation and consultation of workers and
communication about occupational health and
safety

x

page 16

403-5

Training of workers on occupational health
and safety

x

page 16

403-8

Workers covered by an occupational health
and safety management system

x

page 16

403-9

Workplace accidents

x

page 16

205-1

Assessment of risks pertaining to corruption
(operations)

x

page 10

205-2

Training on policies and procedures for tackling
corruption

x

page 10

206-1

Anti-competitive, anti-trust behaviour and
monopoly practices

page 10

408-1

Operations and suppliers with a significant
risk of forced or child labour

page 10

409-1

Operations and suppliers with a significant
risk of forced or mandatory labour

page 10

412-2

Training of employees on policies and procedures
to do with human rights

Diversity and equal opportunities

Health and safety in the workplace

Ethics and business compliance

Energy
Water
# ENVIRONME NT

DE S CR IP T IO N

Biodiversity

Emissions

page 4
x

page 14

x

page 10

302-1

Energy consumption

302-4

Reduced energy consumption

x

x

page 23
page 23

303-5

Water consumption

x

x

page 23

304-2

Significant impact of activities, products
and services on biodiversity

305-1

Direct GHG emissions (scope 1)

page 23
x

x

page 23

305-2

Indirect GHG emissions (scope 2)

x

x

page 23

305-3

Other indirect GHG emissions (scope 3)

x

x

page 23

x

page 23

x

x

page 23

305-4

Intensity of GHG emissions

305-5

Reduced GHG emissions
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Our alignment
with international
standards

GLOBAL
REPORTING
INITIATIVE

# LO CAL
CO M M UNI TI ES

A S PECT

Local communities

# GE NE RAL SYSTRA INFORMATION

Profile of the organisation

Involvement of stakeholders

Reporting practice

DE S CR IP T IO N

IS O
26000

T CFD

REFERENCE
PAGES

413-1

Activities involving the local community
(impact and programmes)

x

page 25
and 26

102-1

Name of the organisation

x

page 1

102-2

Activities, brands, products and services

x

page 5

102-3

Geographical location of head office

x

page 32

102-4

Geographical location of activity sites

x

page 4

102-6

Markets served

x

page 5

102-40

List of groups of stakeholders

x

page 6

102-42

Identification and selection of stakeholders

x

page 6

102-43

Approach to involving stakeholders

x

page 6

102-46

Definition of report content and issue scopes

x

page 31

102-47

List of relevant issues

x

page 6

102-49

Modifications pertaining to reporting

x

page 31

102-50

Reporting period

102-51

Most recent report date

x

page 31

102-52

Reporting cycle

x

page 31

102-54

Reporting statement in compliance with the
GRI standards

102-56

External audit

page 31

pages 28
and 29
x

page 31
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Our contribution to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
TARG E TS A ND
MEANI NG F OR
S Y STR A

WHAT SY STR A
I S D OI NG TO
I NTE G R ATE
THI S TA R G E T I N
RELATI ON TO I TS
STAKE HOL DE R S

TAKE ACTION TO
PROMOTE DIVERSITY,
EQUITY AND
INCLUSIVITY

− For employees: create an environment
in which everyone can flourish
professionally, encouraging diversity
and inclusion so that we can improve
our performance and strengthen
everybody’s commitment
− For local communities: improve living
conditions for the poorest people,
by supporting projects

− For employees:
- Create a rewarding and stimulating
working environment
- Help employees do their jobs fairly
and responsibly
- Guarantee health and safety at sites
and on projects
− For partners and clients: work fairly
and ethically with partners, and
guarantee health and safety at sites
and on projects
− For civil society: undertake to
ensure decent work for everyone
and guarantee health and safety
for all stakeholders

− Share of women in the Group’s
workforce
− Women-men equality index
− Share of women making up the
executive committee and in the Group’s
top 100 managers
− Percentage of people with disabilities

PERF OR M A NC E
I NDI CATOR S F OR
S Y STR A

BUILD AN INSPIRATIONAL
CULTURE WHICH ENCOURAGES
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND
GUARANTEES EVERYBODY’S
HEALTH AND SAFETY

− Number of training hours per employee
− Percentage of people who have
completed the online course on
“the 9 Life Saving Rules”
− Number of potentially serious incidents
which resulted in or could have resulted
in the death or permanent disability of
our employees (including those which
did not have any actual consequences)
− Frequency rate of detected accidents
− Percentage of people who have
completed the online course on the
anti-corruption code of conduct
− Percentage of letters confirming
compliance with the Group’s ethical
principles returned
− Employee engagement barometer

LEVERAGE OUR INNOVATION
TO SERVE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

− For employees: raise employees’
awareness and train them on climate
issues so they can share information
about the best sustainable design
practices
− For partners and clients: put forward
solutions to encourage energy efficiency
and the reduction of CO2 emissions and
use our services to help us collectively
achieve net zero by 2050
− For civil society: take part in working
parties in organisations such as the
International Association of Public
Transport and Syntec-Ingénierie, the
professional federation of French
engineering on issues such as climate,
energy and sustainable mobility

− Sites’ carbon footprints (scope 1, 2, 3)

PROMOTE INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE
MOBILITY

SPEED UP WORK ON ALIGNING
WHAT WE DO WITH THE PARIS
AGREEMENT

− For clients: promote a sustainable
design approach to our projects
and design robust and sustainable
infrastructure, supporting our clients
with innovative solutions for energy
transition

− For partners and clients: put forward
solutions and services to encourage
energy efficiency and reduce CO2
emissions and help achieve net zero
by 2050

− For civil society: help local
communities tackle the challenges
facing them, working in synergy with
the organisations in the countries in
which we operate, through philanthropic
initiatives and through employee
engagement

− Societal initiatives to help local
communities

− For employees: limit the environmental
impact of our sites throughout the world
− For civil society: foster the emergence
of a low-carbon economy to help us
achieve net zero by 2050
− For the regulatory authorities:
participate in public debate on
climate change

− Carbon footprint of our sites and
infrastructure projects
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Methodology
− Number of potentially serious incidents which resulted in or could have resulted in the
death or permanent disability of our employees (including those which did not have any
actual consequences)
− Share of employees who have received training on “the 9 Life Saving Rules”
− Frequency rate (France)
− Percentage of letters returned confirming compliance
− Percentage of people who have completed the online course on the anti-corruption
code of conduct
− Client satisfaction rate

SYSTRA is bound by its regulatory non-financial reporting obligations as provided for in Law
no. 2017-1180 of 19 July 2018, and in the order enacted pursuant to Law no. 2017-1265
of 9 August 2017. The Extra-Financial Performance Statement meets these obligations.
This report for 2021 presents SYSTRA’s main challenges and achievements in relation
to sustainable development.
To establish the reporting scope, it was decided to use the financial consolidation scope which
includes all of the SYSTRA group’s subsidiaries.
The quantitative information given in the social and environment sections mostly applies
to the SYSTRA SA legal entity and its French subsidiary SYSTRA France, excluding branches.
This represents 2,152 employees, namely 26% of the Group’s total workforce as of
31 December 2021.

Environmental information:
− Carbon assessment – Direct and indirect GHG emissions per country
− Brazil: energy consumption (scope 1 and 2), water consumption, professional travel,
building depreciation, IT equipment and furniture depreciation and use of digital
technologies (email, OneDrive, SharePoint);
− Canada: energy consumption (scope 1 and 2), professional travel, building depreciation,
IT equipment and furniture depreciation and use of digital technologies (email,
OneDrive, SharePoint);
− USA: energy consumption (scope 1 and 2), professional travel, building depreciation, IT
equipment and furniture depreciation and use of digital technologies (email, OneDrive,
SharePoint);
− France: energy consumption (scope 1, 2 and 3), water consumption, professional travel
and commuting, building depreciation, IT equipment and furniture depreciation, waste,
refrigerants, purchases, restaurant services and use of digital technologies (email,
OneDrive, SharePoint);
− UK / Ireland: energy consumption (scope 2 and 3), energy consumption for remote
working (scope 3), water consumption professional travel and commuting, building
depreciation, IT equipment and furniture depreciation and use of digital technologies
(email, OneDrive, SharePoint);
− Sweden: energy consumption (scope 1 and 2), water consumption, professional travel,
building depreciation, IT equipment and furniture depreciation and use of digital
technologies (email, OneDrive, SharePoint).
The following information has been excluded since it does not apply to the Group’s activities:
tackling food waste, tackling food poverty, ensuring animal welfare and ensuring responsible,
equitable and sustainable diet and actions to promote physical activity and sport.

Except otherwise indicated, the reporting period is for the calendar year, from 1 January to
31 December 2021. It should be noted that data for the previous year is not available for
certain key performance indicators. This is because of changes in methodology or scope, or
because the indicator in question is being calculated for the first time1. There may be some
methodological limitations associated with the environmental and social indicators. This is
because of a lack of standardisation across definitions and local practices, and the availability
of certain data over a limited scope.
SYSTRA is committed to an ongoing progress and improvement approach so as to bolster its
internal reporting process and increase the reliability of the data that we share. A reporting
protocol complete with definitions of the indicators used, together with information about the
various data collection and consolidation procedures has been updated and is shared each
year with the relevant contributors.
For 2021, the key performance indicators published by SYSTRA which have been audited by
Mazars are:
Social information:
− Group workforce and breakdown of employees by gender and geographical region
− Women-men equality index (SYSTRA France and SYSTRA SA)
− Share of women making up the executive committee and in the Group’s top
100 managers
− Share of trained employees (SYSTRA France and SYSTRA SA)
− Number of training hours per employee (SYSTRA France and SYSTRA SA)
1. This is for the share of employees who have received training on the “9 Life Saving Rules”,
women-men equality index across Systra SA and the client satisfaction rate.

2. The scope for carbon assessments is specific to each country.
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